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Let A be an infinite cardinal number. It is proved that, for each positive integer r, there exists 
a compact connected homogeneous topologi&l space X of weight A such that X” is homeomorphic 
to X” iff n-m (mod r). The cardinality of the set of homeomorphism classes of compact 
connected homogeneous spaces with this property is exactly 2”. Moreover every completely regular 
space of weight A is embeddable in a space of this type. 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: 54A25, 54B10, 54Ci20 
product fully rigid system 
1. Introduction 
1.1. All groups considered in this work are additively written Abelian groups and 
all topological spaces are Hausdorff. The symbols = and = denote, respectively, 
homeomorphic topological spaces and (topologically) isomorphic (topological) 
groups. All rings are associative with a non zero identity. N denotes the additive 
semigroup of strictly positive integers, h the ring of the integers, JP the ring of p-adic 
integers, [w the group of reals with the usual topology. For every set S, we denote 
by ISI the cardinality of S. 
1.2. Let & be a category with finite products and let r E N. We say that & has the 
property P, if there exists an object X of d such that, for every m, n EN 
X” is isomorphic with X” iff m = n (mod r) 
where X” is the product of itself m times. 
In this case we also say that the object X has the property P,. 
Trnkova [8] proved the following: 
1.3. Theorem. For every r E N the class At of all metrizable compact topological spaces 
has the property P,, Moreover for every YE .A! and for every r E N, there exists a space 
X E .A with the property P, and a topological embedding of Y into X. 
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In her paper [9] Trnkova raised the following question: 
“Does there exist, for every r E N, a connected space X E J! with the property Pr?“. 
More recently Trnkova asked [lo] if there exist many compact and connected 
topological spaces having the property P, and if every space YE A can be embedded 
in a connected space X E Ju with the property P,. 
Finally, inspired by a paper of Vinarek [ll], the following question arises: 
“Does there exist, for every r E N, a homogeneous space X E Jtl with the property 
Pr?“. 
In this paper we answer these questions positively by means of the following 
theorems: 
1.4. Theorem. For every r E N and for every infinite cardinal A, there exists a class % 
consisting of 2” non-homeomorphic compact and connected topological Abelian groups 
of weight A with the following property: 
For every X E %T andfor every m, n E N, X” is homeomorphic to X” @m = n (mod r). 
1.5. Theorem. For every r E N and for every infinite cardinal A, the cardinal number 
of the homeomorphism classes of compact or compact connected or compact connected 
homogeneous topological spaces of weight ,I having the property P, is exactly 2”. 
1.6. Theorem. Let Y be a completely regular space of weight A 2 No. Then, for every 
r EN, there exists a compact connected homogeneous space X of weight A, having 
property Pr, and a topological embedding of Y into X. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.4 
Several important results of Corner, concerning torsion-free Abelian groups [l-3], 
will be used to prove Theorem 1.4. Using these results we can prove the following: 
2.1. Theorem. Let A be a ring whose additive group is countable, reduced and torsion- 
free and let A be any infinite cardinal number. Then there exist 2” nonisomorphic 
reduced and torsion-free Abelian groups of cardinality A whose endomorphism ring is 
isomorphic with A. 
Using this result, the proof of Theorem 1 runs as follows. In his paper [2], Corner 
constructed, for every r E N, a countable reduced and torsion-free ring A, with the 
following property. 
If G is an Abelian group whose endomorphism ring Endz( G) is isomorphic with 
A,, then, for every m, n EN, we have: 
G” ZG” if and only if m = n (mod r). 
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Fix HEN and let A be any infinite cardinal number. Then, by Theorem 2.1, there 
exists a family 9 consisting of 2” non-isomorphic Abelian groups of cardinality A 
such that, for every GE 9, End(G) =A,. Note that, since A, is countable reduced 
and torsion-free, G is reduced and torsion-free. 
Let G E 9, endow G with the discrete topology and denote by X the Pontryagin 
dual of G. Then X is a compact Abelian group and, for every m, n EN, we have: 
X” =X” if and only if m = n (mod r), 
the isomorphism being topological. 
By well known results related to Pontryagin duality [6, Theorems 24.25 and 24.141, 
since G is torsion-free, X is connected and divisible as Abelian group; since G has 
cardinality A, the weight of X is A. Moreover, since X is a topological group, X is 
homogeneous. 
It may happen that two topological Abelian groups are homeomorphic as topologi- 
cal spaces and not topologically isomorphic as topological groups. Fortunately, in 
our setting, this is impossible in view of the following: 
2.2. Proposition (Scheinberg [7]). Two locally compact and connected topological 
abelian groups are homeomorphic as topological spaces if and only if they are 
topologically isomorphic, 
Scheinberg’s result is a nice application of Tech cohomology to Abelian topologi- 
cal groups. The crucial fact is that, if G is a compact connected Abelian group, 
then the first singular cohomology group H’(G) of G is isomorphic to the character 
group G* of G [5]. 
Now we prove Theorem 2.1 heavily using a number of results of Corner. After 
this and by the remarks above, Theorem 1.4 will follow. 
A will be a fixed but arbitrary countable reduced and torsion-free ring. Endow 
A with the natural topology by taking as neighborhood base at 0 the two sided 
ideals of the form nA, n EN. Since A is reduced, A is Hausdorff in this topology. 
Moreover A is a pure and dense subring of its natural completion A. Since A is a 
Z-algebra and the bilinear map Z x A + A is continuous with respect to the natural 
topologies of Z and A, A becomes in a natural way a i-algebra. Recall that 
&&n pEp J,, where $ is the set of all primes and Jr are the p-adic integers (with 
their topology). 
2.3. Lemma (Corner [ 1, Lemma 1.51). The ring f has a pure subring Ii’ of cardinality 
2u0 and containing E, with the property that every r E Il has the form ne, where n E N 
and E is a unit in Il. 
It follows, in particular, that II is an integral domain and that a is a n-algebra. 
2.4. Lemma (Corner [l, Lemma 2.11). The ring II has a countable pure subring L 
containing Z with the following property: 
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Ifr*r.**, TT,, are elements of IL linearly independent over L and tf a,, . . . , a, are 
elements of A such that Cr riai = 0 (in A) then a, =. . . = a,, = 0. 
Theorem (Corner [ 1, Theorem A]). There exists a countable reduced torsion-free 
Abelian group G such that Endz( G) = A. 
It is essential for our purposes to give a brief description of the Corner proof. 
Let {(Y (a), p(a): a E A} be a countable set of elements of II algebraically indepen- 
dent over L. Such a set exists since II has transcendency degree 2K~ over L and A 
is countable. For every a belonging to A, set: 
e(a) = a(a)l+p(a)a 
and denote by G the additive pure subgroup of a generated by A and by all 
subgroups e(a)A of Ai, a E A: 
Clearly 6 = A. Moreover, A acts faithfully on the right over G so that A is isomorphic 
to a subring of End,(G). Conversely, if o E End,(G), then w coincides with the 
left multiplication by w( 1) in A and w( 1) belongs to A. Indeed w extends in a 
unique way to a j-linear endomorphism of 6 = A, so that 
w(e(a)) = a(a)w(l)+P(a)w(a) (1) 
since w(e(a)), w(l), w(a) belong to G. 
Fix aEA and write w(e(a)), o(l) an w a as elements of G. Then there exists d ( ) 
m EN such that: 
n 
mo(e(a))= b+C e(a,)b,, 
mw(1) = c+f e(ai)ci, 
mw(a) = d +i e(a,)d,, 
with a, b, c, bi, ci, di belonging 
using Lemma 2.3, one gets 
(2) (6 = a) 
to A for i=l,..., n. Substituting (2) in (1) and 
w(a) = am(l), w(1) E A. 
Thus w coincides on A with the scalar right multiplication by o( 1) and, since A is 
dense in G and both are subspaces of A, w coincides with this multiplication on 
the whole G. 
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Note that A is fully invariant in G and the action of w on G is completely 
determined by its restriction to A. 
2.6. Definition (Corner [3]). Afully rigid system for A is a family (G,),,, of faithful 
right A-modules, indexed by the subsets of a set 1, such that: 
S c_ T implies Gs E GT, 
Homz(Gs, GT) = 
I 
A ifSsT, 
O if SZ T 
where A acts by scalar multiplication. Thus End( Gs) = A. Moreover, if j: Gs + G, 
is a nonzero morphism, there exists a unique a E A such that f(g) = ga, for every 
g E Gs and, since Gs is a A-submodule of G1, we havef( Gs) = Gsa s Gs. Moreover, 
f maps GB into GB and the element a E A is uniquely determined by the restriction 
off to GB. 
2.7. Lemma. There exists a countable set I and for every subset S of I a countable 
reduced torsion-free group Gs such that the family (G,),, I is a fully rigid system for A. 
Proof. Let A be a countable set of elements of 17 algebraically independent over 
L and let (Bi)icI be a partition of A such that the index set I and each Bi, i E I, 
are countable. For every i E Z, let Gi be the pure subgroup of A constructed as in 
Theorem 2.5 taking Bi = { cri( a), &(a) : a E A}. Then A = End( Gi). For every subset 
S of 1, define the group Gs as follows: if SZO, Gs will be the pure subgroup of 
A generated by CiFs Gi. In this case 
Gs=(A,e,(a)A:a~A,i~s), 
where e,(a) = ai +Pi(a)a. If S =$, set Gs = A. Clearly every Gs is a right 
A-module and 
Ss T implies Gs s GT_ 
Let us show the following statement: 
(a) For every i E I, Homz( Gi, G,) = A, where the elements of A act as scalar 
multiplications. 
Fix i E I and call it 1. Let f E Homz( G, , G,) and fix a E A. We have: 
e,(a) = al(a)I +Pi(a)a. 
Hence: 
f(e,(a)) = ~l(a)f(l)+Pl(a)f(a). 
There exists an m E N such that: 
(3) 
mf(e,(a)) = b+C ei(a,)bO, 
ii 
mf(1) = c+C e,(aV)cV, 
i.i 
mf(a) = d +I ei(aii)dq. 
i.j 
(4) 
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where iEI and almost every i=O,j=l,... ,,n for a suitable n E N, b, c, d, b,, cii, 
d,, aii belong to A and a,, = a. Substituting (4) in (3), we get: 
b+C (cYi(a,)b,+Pi(u,j)uijbij) 
i,i 
(5) 
By Lemma 2.3, we get cV = 0, d, = 0 for every i and j; b = 0, c = b,, , d = a,, b,, . It 
follows that mf(1) = c and mf(u) = d = UC. Hence f(u) = uf( 1). Since A is pure in 
G,, f( 1) belongs to A. Thus f agrees with the right multiplication by f( 1) E A on 
A and, by a density argument, on G,. Statement (a) is proved. 
We now prove the following: 
(b) For every i E I, Horn,,, Gi, G,\Ii)) = 0. 
Fix i E I and call it 1. Let f~ Horn,,, Gi , G ,,(i)). As before, we obtain the equality 
(5) with i f 1 and hence, in particular, a,, = b,, = cl1 = d,, = 0. Therefore f(u) = 0 
for every a E A. It follows f= 0. 
Let S, T be subset of I such that S c T. Since A is dense in G,, every f e 
HomZ( G,, GT) is completely determined by f IA, A = GB. Thus f is uniquely deter- 
mined by its restriction to a fixed Gi, i E S. By (a) it follows that it is Horn,,, G,, GT) = 
A, since every Gs is fully invariant in Gr. 
Assume now S g T. Then there exists i E S, ig T Every f E HomZ( G,, GT) is 
uniquely determined by f IGi. Then, by (b), f = 0. 
Now we need the following key results. 
2.8. Theorem (Corner [3]). Suppose that there exists a fully rigid system (V,),,, for 
A, where 1 I) 2 6. Then, for every infinite cardinal h 2 1 V,l, there exists a fully rigid 
system ( GT)=&* for A such that 1 G,I = A, for every T c A. 
Now, by Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 2.8, for every infinite cardinal number A there 
exists a family (Gr) r.EA of Abelian groups of cardinality A such that Endb( G=) = A, 
for every T c A and Homz( G7, GT’) = 0 if T Z T’, where T, T’c A. Since A is 
countable reduced and torsion-free, every G, is reduced and torsion-free. On the 
other hand, if T # T’, G, and GT’ are isomorphic. Thus Theorem 2.1 is proved. 
3. Proof of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 
3.1. It is well known that a compact space of weight A is homeomorphic to a closed 
subspace of the cube I”, where I is the closed unit interval consisting of real numbers 
x such that 0~ xc 1, endowed with the usual topology (see [4, Theorem 3.2.5, p. 
1851). Since there are at most 2” closed subsets of I” (see [4, Theorem 2.3.13, page 
1111) the proof of Theorem 1.5 follows from Theorem 1.4. 
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3.2. Let r E N and let G be a torsion-free Abelian group of cardinality A, having the 
property P,. Then the rank of G is infinite, so that A coincides with the rank of G. 
Endow G with the discrete topology and denote by X its Pontryagin dual. By 
Theorem 24.27 [6, page 3861, X contains a subspace homeomorphic to I*. Since 
every completely regular space of weight A is homeomorphic with a subspace of I” 
[4, Theorem 2.3.23, p. 1151, the proof of Theorem 1.6 follows. 
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